At last.  An invisible barrier
for paint, gelcoat and glass
that actually works

Tribos®
Proven in the world’s
harshest environments

Marine
From THE largest MEGAyachts
to PERFORMANCE RACE CRAFT

There are many exotic sounding specialist polishes and ceramic or silicon based miracle
products. Unfortunately, most of these treatments fail to live up to their promises when it comes
to offering serious, long-term protection in the marine environment. This fact led our innovative
team at Hielaman to create a genuine scientific breakthrough – TRIBOS®.

Our paint and glass products have
been tested in the world’s harshest
environments to deliver:

 
An incredibly durable ‘chemical barrier’ that guarantees protection like no other
 
A ‘better-than-new’ shine that lasts over time and returns with each wash-down
 
The ultimate glass protection coating that helps improve visibility, safety
and ease of cleaning
 
Protection against UV, acid rain, oil and exhaust fumes, sea salt, bird lime…
 
Rejuvenation to worn or tired looking paint
Extended life for your paint and glass surfaces
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Tribos® has proved to be
the time-saving surface coating
product the world of boating
was waiting for.

 
Applied globally by production and refit yards
Approved by leading paint suppliers
Gives a fabulous and impressive finish with minimum effort
 
Troublesome diesel and exhaust stains are easily removed with a simple wash-down
Saves cost and crew effort
Restores faded paint or gelcoat to its original glory
Will provide an effective solution to warranty claims

Tribos®
Cutting edge technology
that protects your craft
marine testimonials

Automotive
“The worlds most durable paint
and  glass  coating” Nissan
 Approved by leading manufacturers worldwide
 Successfully tested against 26 leading products
 Preferred supplier to major manufacturers such as Nissan and Mazda
 Often applied in factory as standard
 The preferred supplier to dealers globally from Ford to Ferrari

Aviation
From light
aircraft
to the fastest
executive jets

The members of the Tribos® fleet return year after year
“Our hull 678, MY Go, has been treated with your Tribos® treatment system. Now 5
months later the cleaning is still a light job with exhaust marks on the hull, dirt marks
and rain stripes still really easy to remove even without mild soaps. The crew has
informed us that it takes them less time to do the washing down of the yacht.”
Tom De Vries Managing Director, De Vries Groep

Tribos® improves on perfection even
enhances the appearance of new paint
“Following a recent paint finish it was important to preserve and protect the
surface due to the dark colour of our topsides and Tribos®’s background with
Marine, Aviation and Automotive industries was a perfect answer. I didn’t think
we could improve on the surfaces’ appearance but since Tribos® was applied,
it is better than I could have imagined.”
Captain Stuart Branson, Jethou

Tribos® provides
a real cost benefit
“I was very impressed with the Tribos® system and
the finished result. If you can delay a paint job on a
yacht’s hull/superstructure for a few or more years,
then having this system applied has got to be
a serious consideration for any captain.”
Captain Robert Bleecke

Tribos® has proved to be the ultimate
time-saving product that the aviation
industry has been waiting for.
 Tested and approved for use by leading aircraft manufacturers
 Applied by builders of new aircraft and by maintenance teams worldwide
 Cuts cleaning time and cost dramatically
 Improves fuel efficiency and air flow over the surfaces
 Pilots report more efficient aircraft performance after TRIBOS® treatment

TRIBOS®.
Cutting edge technology
that protects your yacht

The Tribos®
Global
Network

The Science of surfaces

We have created a global network of TRIBOS®
distributors so that we can treat your yacht
wherever you are.

 
The TRIBOS® polymer is a chemically complex,
high-performance sacrificial barrier.

TRIBOS® can only be applied by one of our professionally
accredited and trained applicators; it’s the only way that
we can ensure the treatment is applied correctly and ensure
our warranties. If your yacht is not in one of the areas we cover
we can always send one of our teams to you.

 
The TRIBOS® polymer creates a chemical
bond to the surface, then ‘tails’ of each
individual polymer bond together to form
a cargo net, making that bond even
stronger. This forms the unbeatably durable,
high gloss, transparent layer.
 
The TRIBOS® polymer is impregnated with
titanium oxide which reflects UV light,
preventing colour fade.
ALL IN THE APPLICATION

THE CLEAR DIFFERENCE

All this technology is useless if the product is not applied properly.
The TRIBOS® polymer can only be applied by our trained and
certified applicators using specially developed techniques and
purpose-designed machines to control the process with the
necessary precision.

Our glass treatment is applied through a carefully
controlled 3 step process that ensures that the
treatment achieves maximum efficacy

Without preparation, protective coatings simply don’t work as
well and will fail prematurely. The TRIBOS® preparation process
ensures a 100% contaminant free surface.

 Surfaces are mechanically prepared and the microscopic
pores are thoroughly cleaned

Tribos® UK

Tribos® Caribbean

®

Tribos France

Tribos® Western Australia

 The surface is then cleaned using a chemical neutraliser

Tribos Spain

Tribos® Eastern Australia

 The polymer is then applied and left to cure in the air

Tribos® Italy

Tribos® Thailand

Tribos Malta

Tribos® Malaysia

®

®

Tribos®
The  perfect
finish
If you want your superyacht to really stand
out in any marina, perhaps you manage a
superyacht and want to save money on your
repainting costs, maybe you run a refit yard
or painting company and would like to offer
TRIBOS® to your customers. If so please contact
us and we would be very happy to help.
TRIBOS® Head Office
Unit 22, Branksome Business Park,
Bourne Valley Rd.
Poole, BH12 1DW
      +44 (0) 1202 757785
info@triboscoatings.com
www.triboscoatings.com
 
TRIBOS® Malta
Yacht Help Ltd +356 (0) 99 028 307
TRIBOS® Italy
Tasmin Marine Ltd +39 (0) 338 221 9032
 
Tribos® Spain
Tasmin Marine Ltd +34 (0) 664 803 591
 
TRIBOS® France
ACA Marine +33(0) 611 30 06 47
Tribos® Caribbean
Lighthouse Marine Group
+721 520 1588
TRIBOS® Western Australia
Tribos® Coatings WA +61 (0) 420 824 984
TRIBOS® Thailand
+66 909 705 657
TRIBOS® Malaysia
+60 3 7962 0140

